
MODULE I: BASIC

Hydraulics
Electrics
Lifting systems
Drawbar assembly
Axles
Brake systems
Spare parts
Warranty

training@kaessbohrer.at

The participants receive the on and
will

be presented.
for

basic
on spare

parts,
processing

electric
how to install

spare service
and

support
parts

a detailed system overview, as well as relevant the
hydraulic components. Elementary information axles, brakes on complete
the training. Useful online tools ordering for and during repair works, as well as on
the steps of warranty will

knowledge

2 days
Facts:

9.00 - 17.00 h
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Audience: workshop manager, mechanics



MODULE II: SPECIAL

Hydraulics
Electrics

Focus:

Components
Diagnosis
Maintenance

training@kaessbohrer.at

The onthe and hydraulic
to

will
and will be

a
detailed system

as well as the Thefor
and

the

ofparticipant gain knowledge electrical components with focus practical case
studies thus able perform efficient simple diagnostics and checks. A overview

suggestions system-compatible maintenance deepen knowledge gained. module is
specifically adapted to needs and is also carried out externally.

Facts:
2 days
9.00 - 17.00 h
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Individual training plus if necessary Trainertravel expenses

Pricing varies depending (min. 6on the number of participants participants)

Audience: workshop manager, mechanics



MODULE III: UPDATE

State of the art
Renewals
Spare parts
Warranty

training@kaessbohrer.at

The participant

will

practical anda overview asthe theof
and

be
and

and

awell as
for

receives state of art new products specially tailored
in-depth look at all common necessary spare parts their correct installation. Helpful online tools ordering
spare parts repair assistance covered in depth.

Facts:

9.00 - 17.00 h
1 day
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Prerequisite Module I within the last 3 years

Audience: workshop manager, mechanics



the
Product-related special
training on enclosed car
transporter and the
semitrailers

training@kaessbohrer.at

and

spare parts

The participant receives a overview ofthe
of

theas well as
and and

detailed system essential basic knowledge electrical
hydraulic components to the closed car transporter the Basic knowledge axles, brakes the
installation of complete the program.

semitrailers.

Facts:
1
9.00 - 17.00 h

to 2 days
Audience: mechanicsworkshop manager,
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MODUL IV:
SEMITRAILER & CV



CONDITIONS FOR PARTICIPATION

100-360 training@kaessbohrer.atfax mail +43 6225 / 28Registration must be carried out by or by using these contacts: or
As the number of course participants is limited, all registrations will be accepted according to the date of receipt. By registering
you accept the conditions for participation. There is no legal right for participation.

Written registration

Number of participants
In order to offer the highest possible benefit of the training course to every participant, we try to limit the number of participants to 8
persons.

Participation fee
seminar

22:00
seminar

in

seminarThe fees for a 2-day

to

Besides participation, this price includes all
documents, catering (drinks during the seminar, lunch for 2 days, incl. dinner

on
the first evening until h). Binding registration

includes the obligation
to

pay the participation fee. The fee

will be

charged at the end of the seminar. Payment obligationwill also
persist case of non-appearance. The statutory VAT

willbe
added the seminar fee which is payable upon receipt of invoice

without deductions.

announced request.
on

will be

Conditions of cancellation

seminar50% 100%

Kässbohrer Transport Technik

Cancellations will be free of charge when coming in at least 10 working days before the seminar. In case of later cancellations a
cancellation fee of of the price will be charged, in case of non-appearance a fee of will be charged. We apologize for
any inconvenience.

reserves the right to cancel a planned seminar in case of too few participants, illness of the instructor, force
majeure or other unforeseen incidents. Registered participants will be informed without delay. There will be no refund of expenses on the
customer’s side. If certain topics will be explained in more detail than planned to the benefit of the participants, and other topics will be
cancelled, there will be no claim for reimbursement.

Schedules for two-day seminars
in EugendorfAll training courses held will start at 9.00 h on both days, and will end on the second day at 16.00 h. At other locations the

exact schedules will be fixed individually.

Protection of data privacy
Transport TechnikKässbohrerYour data will be filed for processing on data carriers of the GmbH. There will be on data transfer to third

parties.
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